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At Bon Voyage, we pride ourselves on being US 

shopping experts, much to the chagrin of our 

husbands and bank managers!  

We’ve been there, done that and yes –  

bought the tee-shirt! The idea behind this  

guide is to highlight some of the great  

shopping cities that are often overlooked  

or overshadowed by perennial favourites  

like New York City. Don’t get us wrong,  

we love NYC, but there are places with  

equally good shopping and many that  

are actually better value for money per 

package price.

So, grab a glass of  

champagne, put your  

feet up and read on!

Shopping

the USA!
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Macy’s
151 years old and better than ever! 
For locations throughout this guide 
look for the Macy’s logo.

Shop America Tours
Shop & Dine and Macy’s Star 
Shopper packages are great add-

ons offering amazing value from only £35 per 
person. Packages include gift cards for $20-25 
(for dining) or $25 to use through-out Macy’s, 
PLUS a wealth of other gifts and benefits.

Wherever you see the logo a package is available.



The finest outlet shopping in the United States
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Who doesn’t love a bit of outlet shopping? In fact, aren’t 

outlets usually the first stop on any shopping hit list? We 

thought so, so we scoured the country and collected those shopping bags 

in an effort to find the very best outlet group – ladies we present to you - 

Premium Outlets®. We’re not talking just any old group of outlets - we’re 

talking designer outlets. Think Gucci, Jimmy Choo, Dior, Salvatore Ferragamo 

and Dolce and Gabbana – all offering savings of 25-65% every day.

With 44 locations across 23 states, it is easy to plan an outlet 

shopping holiday. The East Coast, with 10 locations and 

the state of California with 9 are great places to start! 

Two of our very favourite locations, definitely 

worth adding to the shopping list, include 

Orlando Premium Outlets, one mile from  

Walt Disney World and Wrentham Village 

Premium Outlets just outside Boston. Daily 

excursions are available from downtown 

Boston, so sit back and let someone else do 

the driving!

Flights and
4 nights from

Orlando £599pp

Boston £605pp Bon Voyage clients receive a complimentary
Premium Outlets VIP Coupon Book worth hundreds

of dollars in discounts and special offers.



Bloomington, Minnesota

The mother ship is calling 

you home!  With 520 

stores to choose from, if you can’t find 

it here, it doesn’t exist!  Everything you 

could imagine or want all under one 

roof: stores galore, over 50 restaurants, 

Nickelodeon Universe, Underwater 

Adventures Aquarium, movie theatres 

and more, more, more! This is truly a city within 

a city and somewhere you’ll want to have plenty 

of time to explore. Looking for a unique place 

to get married? You can do that here too at the 

Chapel of Love.

Girly getaway, family holiday – you name it – 

everyone is happy.  

All things considered, this is one heck of a 

holiday destination. AND, another bonus ladies, 

there is no sales tax on clothing or shoes!

Smart Girl Smart Fact!
If you spend 10 minutes in every store it  

will take you more than 86 hours to  

complete a full visit. Now that’s what I  

call power shopping!
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Flights and
4 nights

from £585pp



Las Vegas

What can we say? Vegas is 

completely over the top - 

there’s nowhere like it, but you’ve got to see 

it for yourself at least once! Once a gambler’s 

paradise, the casinos have almost taken a back 

stage to the best entertainment, amazing hotels, 

infinite dining choices and yes of course – 

fabulous shopping

Located in the Planet Hollywood Resort and 

Casino with 170 specialty stores and 

15 tantalising restaurants this isn’t 

a desert mirage!  This 500,000 

square feet of shopping heaven 

is sleek and modern and the 

shops an eclectic mix of one-off 

boutiques alongside recognised 

retailers. Restaurants like the Hawaiian 

Tropic Zone will keep the husband/boyfriend 

happy while you shop till you drop. Planet 

Hollywood knows how to put the fun in funky. 
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Smart Girl Miracle Mile 
Favourites
Las Vegas and Miracle Mile Shops are long standing  

Bon Voyage favourites. A few of our “must-go-to”  

stores include:

`	 	Bettie Page - glamour with attitude  

`	 	Urban Outfitters - a great place for retro, funky  

“urban” inspired clothes and shoes

`	 	H&M - as good as it is in the UK, but with US prices!

`	 	Sephora - a beauty wonderland that offers an 

assortment of classic and emerging beauty brands.  

With thousands of products showcased on open 

displays, you’re encouraged to try, test and play with 

everything in the store. Plus Sephora’s team of beauty 

experts are there, but not in your face, if you need 

help. Product junkies – you’ve found paradise!



Tampa, Florida
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Adjacent to Tampa 

International 

Airport, International Plaza and Bay Street is the 

most distinctive shopping and dining destination 

of Florida’s West Coast. Traditional department 

stores include Neiman Marcus and Nordstrom 

with a further 200 specialty shops to explore, 

including the new additions of Kate Spade, Ed 

Hardy, Zara and True Religion Brand Jeans. 

When the feet grow weary and the thirst in 

need of quenching, Bay Street at the Plaza, an 

open-air village of fine restaurants, bars and small 

boutiques is the perfect place. A Bay Street 

must – sipping a martini at Blue Martini – our 

current favourite is The Good Life martini along 

with the Spinach and Artichoke dip – wish we 

were there now!  

Smart Girl Trends & Tips
`	 	Sunglasses are one of the best ways to  

refresh your wardrobe and the Sunshine  

State is the perfect place to try the newest styles.

`	 	Have a signature scent? Every girly girl should!  

Pick something light and fresh that will transfer  

through the seasons. My favourite: Chanel Mademoiselle.  

`	 	Handbags are best in classic styles and neutral tones – you 

can’t go wrong with the latest from Louis Vuitton or Gucci.  

`	 	Swimwear is a great place to add vibrant colour.  

Think black costume with a trim of neon pink –  

smashing with a tan! 
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Texas is one of two states in the US allowing customs brokers 

to process tax refunds on behalf of international 

travellers.  AND Texas cities have some of the best shopping in the US.  

Our top 3 favourites include: Dallas with Galleria Dallas 

and NorthPark Center both consistently awarded top 

shopping accolades in the US; Houston with 

amazing boutiques, retro and vintage 

treasures and of course the stunning Galleria 

Houston Mall and some of the best outlet 

shopping in San Marcos.  

How does Tax Free Shopping work?   

3 Easy Steps:

STEP ONE:   Shop at one of over 2,500 participating retailers throughout 

the state. 

STEP TWO:   Bring original receipts, items and travel documents to one  

of 11 conveniently located refund centres in Dallas, Houston 

and San Marcos including Dallas and Houston International 

Airports. The process is quick and easy and you are on  

your way!

STEP THREE:   In 90 to 120 days you will receive your  

refund cheque or electronic payment –  

just in time for your next travel excursion!

Flights and
4 nights

Dallas /Fort Worthor Houston
4* hotel

from £575pp
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As Scarlet O’Hara said “Frankly my dear, 

you must shop here!” Okay, maybe 

she didn’t, but she would have if she were 

alive today! The level and variety of shopping in 

Atlanta is hard to match anywhere else. There 

are plenty of malls and they are worth a look 

of course, but where Atlanta really shines is 

in its charming neighbourhoods full of unique 

shopping surprises. Virginia Highland is classic 

cool – where all the locals hang-out. Trend-

setting clothes, kitschy antiques, pop art – you 

name it. We’ve never seen a more eclectic mix of 

contemporary and traditional.  

Where Peachtree Street becomes Peachtree Road 

you’ll find the Beverly Hills of the East – Buckhead. 

Buckhead is renowned for its legendary 

shopping offering the highest concentration of 

upscale boutiques in the US. There are also the 

luxury sister malls of Lenox Square and Phipps 

Plaza with 100’s of stores to tempt you. You’ll 

also find two of our all time very favourite stores 

– Target and Filene’s Basement. Target is a posher, 

more fun version of Wal-Mart and we challenge 

you to go in and not spend ½ a day or at least 

$100! Super cute clothes, shoes, jewellery, bags 

– everything a girl needs and more. Filene’s is a 

bargain hunters dream, but be forewarned, you 

will need to feel like combing the racks as there is 

generally loads of merchandise.  

Would you believe – we haven’t even scratched 

the surface on Atlanta’s amazing shopping!  Rest 

assured – you won’t be disappointed and 

will have ample opportunities to spend 

those dollars.  Other areas worthy of a 

mooch include Decatur, Five Little Points, 

Bennett Street, Castelberry Hill and 

Cabbagetown.  

Flights and
4 nights

4* hotel
from £535pp



Denver

The perfect blend of 

outdoor adventure 

and urban sophistication, that’s 

the duality we love about the Mile 

High City. With snow capped peaks 

providing a spectacular backdrop, 

Denver is as refined as it is laid-back. 

It’s a place where engineers rub 

elbows with rock climbers at local brewpubs or the theatre. 

And with 300 days of sunshine per year, it’s easy to see 

why people fall in love with Denver the first time they visit.

Cherry Creek Shopping Center, Denver’s premier attraction, 

is located just minutes from downtown. Choose from over 

160 stores including Saks Fifth Avenue, Neiman Marcus, 

Nordstrom and Macy’s. Visit the guest service centre and 

receive your “Passport to Shopping” which offers discounts 

to over 70 stores. Theatre, symphony and sightseeing tours 

of the local area can be purchased at Cherry Creek as well.  

Simply put – one stop shopping at its finest!
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Mile High Musts
`	Red Rocks Park & Amphitheatre

`	Molly Brown House 

    (Titanic’s most famous survivor)

`	U.S. Mint & Colorado State Capitol

`	Denver Zoo & Denver Botanic Gardens

`	Elitch Gardens Theme Park

Flights and
4 nights

4* hotel
from £635pp



Memphis, Nashville, 

Chattanooga 

and the Great Smoky Mountain region are four 

reasons this Deep South state is worthy of a 

serious shopping spree. The good news is you 

can easily combine all 4 into one holiday, so you 

don’t have to pick just one!  

Memphis is pure energy and pure soul.  If music 

is the King then shopping is the Queen.  Hip 

and young, upscale and elegant, vintage and 

mainstream – metro Memphis has something to 

offer everyone!  Malls and plazas throughout the 

city feature big-name department stores with the 

latest fashions - The Avenue Carriage Crossing 

is our favourite.  But what we really love are the 

quirky shops like Lansky Brothers where guitars 

hang from the ceilings, famous memorabilia is 

showcased in every corner and their claim to 

fame is as the clothier of Elvis Presley.  Historic 

Beale Street is a must – not for mainstream 

shopping, per se, but definitely one of our 

favourite places to window shop and people 

watch.  
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Nashville’s neighbourhoods are full of shopping 

surprises.  The District, comprising Second 

Avenue and Lower Broadway, is a rich mix of 

history and contemporary culture with amazing 

architecture to shop by.  8th and 12th Avenues 

South are charming downtown streets with 

one-off boutiques and antiques.  If malls are 

more your style, don’t worry – Nashville does not 

disappoint with numerous locations surrounding 

the city. The Mall at Green Hills is our first choice.  

Upscale and easy to navigate you’ll find stores 

like Tiffany & Co. and Banana Republic along with 

our new favourite U.S. restaurant Cheesecake 

factory - the food menu is huge and the 

cheesecake unbelievable.  

Chattanooga has the 

distinction of being home to 

Tennessee’s largest shopping 

complex – Hamilton Place.  

With over 200 stores and 

30 restaurants, we’ll forgive 

you if you forget how 

stunning the scenery is 

outside!  If you’d prefer 

to stroll outdoors, check 

out the eclectic variety of 

boutiques and restaurants 

on Frazier Avenue in 

Chattanooga’s trendy North 

Shore area.  

Amid the splendour 

of the Great Smoky 

Mountains you’ll find 

the simple goodness 

of small town America. 

Come here to stand in 

awe of nature’s glory, fill 

your spirits, seek inspiration, 

and then…..head for the shops!  Pigeon 

Forge, Gatlinburg and Sevierville are chocked 

full of shopping treasures and unique finds 

like a store with over 1,000 different hot 

sauces!  You’ll also find local handmade arts 

and crafts, unique clothing, handbags and 

jewellery.  Then return to your chalet in the 

mountains for cocktails in the hot tub.  Life 

shouldn’t be this hard! 

Flights and
4 nights

4* hotel
from £599pp
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Scottsboro, Alabama

If searching for bargains is your passion and 

the thrill of discovering a one-off makes 

your heart race, then you’ve got to experience 

a shopping adventure like no other! Unclaimed 

Baggage Center buys unclaimed baggage and 

cargo by the truckload and stocks more than 

7,000 new and pre-owned items daily including, 

but by no means limited to, designer clothing, 

jewellery, cameras and sporting goods. 40,000 

square feet of space means you’ll want at least 

a full day to explore. This is the only store of its 

kind in the US, so make sure you add this to your 

next Deep South shopping itinerary! 

We thought it important to note that only  

.005% of all checked luggage is  

permanently lost and bags would only  

end up here after an exhaustive effort to reunite  

suitcases to their owners!   

`	 	Put some form of identification inside your case in the 

unlikely event your bag tags are accidentally torn off.

`	 	Use a colourful luggage strap around the outside to 

keep your case from being mistaken for someone else’s, 

especially if your case is black! 

Portland, Oregon is one of 

our very favourite 

cities in the United States. A walkers and bikers 

paradise, it is a very laid back – what you see 

is what you get kind of place. Portland is by far 

the best place in the world for vintage clothing 

and jewellery with more vintage shops per 

square mile than anywhere else. Two of the 

best shops are Ray’s Ragtime and Avalon both 

drawing shoppers domestically, as well as, 

internationally. If Vintage isn’t your style, then 

head to NW 23rd Avenue. Block for block 

this is THE premier shopping area in Portland.  

Independent boutiques are mixed alongside 

top retail names giving shoppers an amazing 

amount of choice and items that won’t be seen 

on the streets of England! Two of the more 

casual neighbourhoods to stroll through include 

North Mississippi and Southeast Hawthorne. If 

serious upmarket is your mission – head straight 

to The Pearl District for the best in sophistication. 

We know you don’t need any more reason to 

go, but here is one anyway, the entire state of 

Oregon has no sales tax, so what you see on the 

tag is what you pay!This makes a great 

day trip from either 

Nashville or Atlanta.

Be a Portland VIP!

All Bon Voyage visitors will receive a welcome 

gift, courtesy of the city of Portland, including 

a coupon book and other goodies!

Flights and
4 nights

4 * hotel

from £675pp



Washington, D.C.

This is one city that will make the whole 

family happy! We don’t need to 

tell you about all the history, culture, museums 

and monuments that make DC such a fascinating 

city. What we do need to tell you is that along 

with the history lesson is a wealth of great 

shopping and great neighbourhoods with one-

off boutiques and open air markets to mooch 

around.  

Tysons Corner Center located in Fairfax County 

Virginia, is just minutes from the nation’s capital. 

The largest shopping centre in the Washington 

D.C. area and one of the top 10 largest in the 

country, Tysons Corner Center offers 

an unbeatable mix of more than 300 

department and speciality stores. Their 

“who’s who” of retailers 

include Bloomingdales, 

Macy’s, Apple, Coach, 

Pottery Barn, and H&M. 

Truly something for 

everyone, Tysons also 

offer a children’s play 

area, 16 screen 

movie theatre, fine 

dining or family-style 

restaurants.22 23

Chicago

A great place on a Great Lake! This is one 

city that packs it all in. Amazing shopping, 

unbelievable restaurants, a vibrant lakefront full of 

activity, accommodation to meet every budget and 

great jazz and nightlife once the mall closes. 

Situated along the south end of Chicago’s famed 

Magnificent Mile, The Shops at North Bridge is 

Chicago’s most eclectic urban shopping destination 

with nine blocks of pure cosmopolitan pleasure. 

Experience an enticing mix of 50 world-class 

specialty shops, 20 restaurants, five hotels and one 

magnificent shopping mall anchored by department 

store Nordstrom. Satisfy your good taste at high-

demand specialty shops including A/X 

Armani Exchange, Louis Vuitton Boutique, 

BOSS Hugo Boss, The LEGO® Store, and 

Sephora. Visit the Shopping Concierge 

for all of your needs including: dinner 

reservations, gift suggestions, package 

carry out, visitor information and 

transportation assistance.

Flights and 4 nights
4* hotel

from £585pp

Flights and
4 nights

4* hotel
from £575pp



Santa Barbara

Sun -drenched, relaxed and nestled 

seductively between Los Angeles and 

San Francisco, Santa Barbara is the American Riviera and 

one of America’s best kept secrets. World class hotels, 

delectable dining, and a widely undiscovered wine 

country add an extra something to a shopping holiday. 

With a prominent location in the heart of Santa Barbara, 

La Cumbre Plaza is an open-air specialty center serving 

the communities of California’s Central Coast. More than 

10 stores make their exclusive Santa Barbara home at 

La Cumbre including Tiffany 

& Co., Louis Vuitton, 

Williams-Sonoma, Ann 

Taylor, and Talbots. 

Dine at restaurants 

including Ruth’s 

Chris Steakhouse. 

The Guest Services 

Desk provides 

visitor information, 

personal shopper, 

package carry-out 

assistance, and 

store, restaurant 

and transportation 

information. 

Scottsdale
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Chic and full of culture not to mention 

amazing scenery to shop by – 

Scottsdale is every bit as trendy as NYC, but with 

a much more laid back attitude. You’ll fall in love 

with downtown Scottsdale and Old Town. 

Perfectly located within walking distance to 

Old Town Scottsdale, Scottsdale Fashion 

Square offers you the full Scottsdale shopping 

experience. World famous art galleries, 

restaurants and resorts are just a stone’s throw 

away from Arizona’s largest shopping complex.

Experience 225 stores including high-end 

retailers such as Gucci, Carolina Herrera, 

Tiffany & Co., Salvatore Ferragamo, Jimmy 

Choo and Burberry – just to name a few! 

The full-service concierge desk provides 

visitor information, store, restaurant and 

merchandise information, personal roving 

concierge service and special 

services while you shop.

Flights and
4 nights

4* hotel
from £605pp
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Flights and
4 nights

4*  hotel
from £625pp



Macy’s Welcome International Savings Card 

offers a 10% savings in every Macy’s store 

across the United States. 

Bon Voyage will include this card with your 

travel documents so you don’t waste any 

valuable shopping time!  

Shopping bliss.
It is achieved through the perfect balance of all 
the things you want and the brands you adore.

“I like my money right 

where I can see it - 

hanging in my closet!”
Carrie Bradshaw (Sex in The City)




